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Preface 

s everal Members of Congress and public interest groups have proposed plans to reduce 
U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide, which appear to be contributing to a gradual warming of the 

climate. Many of those proposals envision using a "cap-and-trade" program, under which the 

government would set a mandatory cap on total carbon emissions and would require suppliers 

or users of fossil fuels (which are the main source of carbon emissions) to hold the rights for each 

metric ton of emissions they produced. Those rights could have considerable value—possibly 
totaling tens of billions to hundreds of billions of dollars—depending on the design of the 
program. 

This Congressional Budget Office (CBO) paper—prepared at the request of Senators Joseph 
Lieberman and John McCain—aims to increase public understanding of some of the economic 

effects of a carbon cap-and-trade program. It reviews the available literature about the effects 

of such a program on various parties (investors and workers in affected industries as well as 
consumers) and about the economic consequences of providing compensation to those parties. 

The paper was written by Terry Dinan of CBO's Microeconomic and Financial Studies Division, 

which is directed by Roger Hitchner. Robert Dennis, Lisa Driskill, Arlene Holen, Robea Shackle- 
ton and Tom Woodward of CBO provided valuable comments and assistance, as did Dallas 
Burtraw and Karen Palmer of Resources for the Future, Lawrence Goulder of Stanford Univer- 
sity, and Anne Smith of Charles River Associates. 

Christian Spoor edited the paper, and Christine Bogusz proofread it. Angela Z. McCollough 

produced the initial drafts, Lenny Skutnik produced the printed copies, and Annette Kalicki pre- 
pared the electronic versions for CBO's Web site (vifww.cbo.gov). 

Douglas Holtz-Eakin 
Director 

July 2003 
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Summary 

s everal Members of Congress and public interest 
groups have proposed plans to reduce emissions of carbon 

dioxide (referred to in this paper as carbon emissions), 

which have generally been found to be contributir^ to 

a gradual warming of the Earth's climate. Although 
climate change might benefit some regions, it could ulti- 
mately cause extensive physical and economic damage in 
others. That damage is still uncertain, but it could include 

higher sea levels; wider ranges for tropical diseases; dis- 

ruptions to farming, forestry, and natural ecosystems; and 

greater variability and extremes of regional weather. Most 
such dam^e would fall on future generations. 

Many proposals to limit carbon emissions envision using 
a "cap-and-trade" program, under which the government 
would set a mandatory cap on total emissions and would 

require suppliers or users of fossil fuels—which are the 
main source of carbon emissions—to hold the rights for 

each metric ton of emissions they produced. After those 

rights (or allowances) had been distributed initially, they 

could be bought and sold. By employing the forces of 
supply and demand, such a program could minimize, 

although not eliminate, the cost of achieving a given cap 

on carbon emissions. (Cap-and-trade programs are already 

being used in the United States to reduce emissions of two 

other air pollutants: sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides.) 

The total number of carbon allowances available would 
be limited by the level of the cap, which means that the 

allowances would acquire a scarcity value. As a result, a 
cap-and-trade program would transfer income from par- 

ties that ultimately paid for the allowances to parties that 
received their value. Depending on the design of the pro- 

gram, that value could total tens of billions to hundreds 
of billions of dollars. 

Some policymakers have expressed an interest in dis- 
tributing the value of carbon allowances among affected 

entities—such as investors, workers, or consumers—on 

the basis of their share of the costs of the program. For 

example, the Climate Stewardship Act of 2003 (S. 139) 
would create a cap-and-trade program for emissions of 

various greenhouse gases (including carbon) and direct 
the Secretary of Commerce to consider the distribution 

of costs among those entities when deciding how to allo- 

cate allowances. In addition, the Secretary would have to 

consider the effects of allowance-allocation decisions on 
economic efficiency generally assumed to mean the over- 
all cost to the economy). 

This paper aims to increase pubUc understanding of the 
distributional effects that a carbon cap-and-trade program 

might have on various parties, as well as the economic 
consequences of providing compensation to those parties. 

It does so by reviewing the available literature pertainir^ 
to several important questions: 

■ How would the costs of the policy be distributed 

among people in their various roles as investors, 
workers, and consumers? 

■ What portion ofthe allowances would policymakers 
need to give to affected industries to compensate 

shareholders for policy-induced costs (a portion 
referred to as the compensation ratio)? 

■ How much ofthe policy's costs would be passed 
on to consumers in the form of higher prices, and 

how would those higher prices affect households 
at various income levels? 
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■ How would workers be affected by die policy? 

■ What share of the allowance value might be avail- 
able to be used for compensation after the govern- 

ment covered its own costs? 

■ What consequences would providing compensation 

have for the economy? 

Costs and Income Transfer Under 
a Carbon Cap-and-Trade Program 
A cap-and-trade program for carbon emissions could 

impose significant costs on the economy in the form of 

welfare losses. Those losses would include the value of 

society's resources (capital, labor, and natural resources) 

that would be devoted to producing goods in ways that 

yielded lower carbon emissions. They would also include 
the net value of decreased production and consumption 
that would result from the carbon cap. Welfare losses are 
real costs to the economy in that they would not be 
recovered elsewhere in the form of higher income. Those 
losses would be borne by people in their roles as share- 

holders, consumers, and workers. 

The allowances associated with a cap-and-trade program 

could have considerable value, depending on the level and 

comprehensiveness of the cap. Underlyir^ economic forces 
would determine who ultimately paid for the allowances 

(that is, who bore the allowance costs). The government 
would determine who received the allowance value 
through its decisions about allocation. As aresult, the cap- 
and-trade program would redistribute income from enti- 
ties that ended up paying for the allowances, such as con- 
sumers or investors in energy companies, to entities that 

received their value. 

In general, available research concludes that a large share 
of the welfere losses and allowance costs would be expected 
to fall on consumers and would be widely dispersed 

among households. A much smaller share would be 
expected to fall on investors and workers, although those 
costs could be significant in some sectors, such as the coal 
industry. (Coal is a more intensive source of carbon emis- 
sions than other fossil fiiels are). Losses to industry—in 

the form of lower stock values—^would be broadly dis- 

tributed among investors, to the extent that they have 

diversified portfolios. Losses to workers would be more 
concentrated. For example, many coal workers could lose 
their jobs if carbon emissions were reduced significantly. 

The government could use the allowance value to partly 
redistribute the costs of a carbon cap-and-trade program, 
but it could not cover those costs entirely. The reason is 

that the total costs of the program—including the cost 
of the allowances—would be greater than the allowance 

value. For example, if policymakers decided to sell allow- 

ances to regulated firms in an auction and use part of the 

resulting revenue to compensate workers who lost their 

jobs because of the program, there would not be enough 

fiinds available to fully compensate the entities that had 

to bear the costs of the allowances. 

Compensation for Shareholders 
in Key Industries 
A cap on carbon emissions would cause a reduction in the 
production of fossil fiiels and carbon-intensive goods, such 
as electricity. As a result, fiature earnir^s on existing capital 

in those industries would fall. Several researchers have 
explored how much compensation would be needed to 

maintain profits—typically measured as maintaining 

equity values—in the industrial sectors most affected by 
a cap-and-trade program. Those sectors include "up- 

stream" industries, such as suppliers of coal, natural gas, 
and petroleum, as well as key "downstream" industries, 

such as electricity generators. 

Declines in equity values for those industries could be 
significant. For example, one study predicted that equity 
values for coal producers would fall by 50 percent if car- 
bon emissions were reduced by 23 percent. However, re- 
searchers estimate that the large losses borne by industry 
could be fiilly offset with only a modest share of the total 
allowance value—generally less than 20 percent—because 

much of the cost of the policy would be borne by con- 
sumers in the form of higher prices. (That compensation 

ratio would be larger if it were measured not as a share 
of total allowance value but as a share of that value after 
accounting for the increases in government spending and 
declines in tax revenue that would result from the policy, 

as discussed below.) 



Compensation for Consumers 
Because much of the cost of a carbon cap-and-trade 

program would most likely be passed on to consumers 
in the form of higher prices for energy-intensive goods, 

understanding the distribution of costs for such a program 

requires examining how those higher prices would affect 
households at different income levels. 

The price increases resulting from a carbon cap would be 

regressive—that is, they would place a relatively greater 

burden on lower-income households than on higher- 

income ones. Higher-income households would face larger 

costs in dollar amounts, but those costs would make up 

a smaller share of their average annual income. For 

example, one study estimated that the price increases 
resulting from a 15 percent cut in carbon emissions would 
cost the average household in the lowest one-fifth of the 
income distribution about $560 ayear, or 3.3 percent of 

its average income. Households in the top one-fifth of the 
income distribution would pay an additional $1,800 a 

year, or 1.7 percent of their averse income. (The degree 

of regressivity would be smaller if the estimates were based 
on lifetime measures of households' consumption and in- 
come rather than on annual measures.) 

Households could be compensated for those price in- 
creases in numerous ways. Research shows that the revenue 

from an allowance auction would be sufficient to pay all 
households an equal lump-sum rebate that would more 
than fiilly offset the cost increases that the policy would 

impose on lower-income households. Alternatively, using 
auction revenue to cut corporate taxes would make the 

policy even more regressive than the initial price increases 
would be. Finally, giving all of the allowances to com- 

panies at no charge would be the most regressive option 

considered, unless the government took actions to offset 

that effect. Free allocations beyond those needed to offset 
declines in equity values would boost the income of share- 

holders, who are primarily in higher-income households. 

Compensation for Workers 
and Communities 
Estimates of the cost of a carbon cap-and-trade program 
typically exclude losses experienced by workers who would 
lose their jobs as a result of the program. Any policy that 

reduced U.S. carbon emissions would inevitably create 
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temporary losses for workers. Those losses could be sig- 
nificant, particularly in the coal industry. 

Concerns about fairness could prompt policymakers to 
offer compensation for those transitional costs. However, 

the research reviewed for this paper found little evidence 
about the possible magnitude of those costs. Whatever 

their size, such costs would fall heavily on a relatively small 

number of households—unlike declines in equity values 

or increases in consumer prices, which would be much 
more widely distributed. 

What Share of Allowance Value 
Might Be Available for Compensation? 
Initial research on industry compensation ratios for a 
carbon cap-and-trade program measured compensation 
as a share of the total potential revenue if allowances were 
sold in an auction. However, recent research has demon- 

strated that a significant share of that revenue might be 
needed to offset increases in government spending and 
declines in tax revenues caused by the program. 

Using auction revenue to offset those effects could be 
viewed as compensating the government, but failing to 

do so would require the government to raise taxes if it 

wanted to keep its net revenues at their baseline levels 

(while holding spending constant). A tax increase could 
boost the cost of the cap-and-trade program. 

A carbon trading program would affect government out- 

lays and tax receipts in several ways. First, it would cause 
the government (like other consumers) to pay h^her prices 
for carbon-intensive goods. Second, because the payments 

of some government programs, such as Social Security, 

are indexed to changes in the overall price level, higher 
prices could result in greater spending on those payments. 

Third, a cap-and-trade program for carbon emissions 
would lead to a decline in economic activity and a corres- 
ponding decrease in tax collections. 

Researchers estimate that together, those effects could 
account for more than 30 percent of the total value of 

allowances. Thus, using some of that value to offset those 
effects (and thereby avoid a tax increase) would greatly 

reduce the amount of allowance value available to be used 
for compensation. Measured as a share of that net allow- 
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ance value, industry compensation ratios are significantly 

higher than the numbers cited earlier. For example, if gov- 
ernment effects account for 30 percent of the allowance 

value, compensation ratios rise by 43 percent—in other 

words, compensation that requires 15 percent of the total 

allowance value will require 21 percent of the net allow- 
ance value. (That increase in compensation ratios does 
not mean that the need for compensation is greater, only 

that compensation takes up a larger share of the available 

allowance value.) If policymakers opted to compensate 

investors in affected industries after covering the govern- 
ment's costs, even fewer funds would be available to com- 

pensate workers and consumers. 

The Impact of Compensation 
on the Overall Cost of the Program 
Available research indicates that providing compensation 
could actually raise the cost to the economy of a carbon 

cap. In general, paying compensation would preclude the 
government from using auction revenue in ways that were 
more economically efficient. Moreover, in some circum- 
stances, it might exacerbate existing inefficiencies in the 

pricing of electricity. 

First, providing compensation would have an "oppor- 
tunity cost" because it would preclude the government 

from using auction revenue in ways that would reduce 
the cost to the economy of a cut in carbon emissions. 

Recent empirical research indicates that the overall cost 
of a carbon cap could be more than 30 percent lower if 

the government sold allowances and used the net auction 
revenue to reduce rates on existing taxes that discourage 

labor and investment—such as marginal taxes on capital, 
labor, and personal income—instead of using that revenue 

to provide compensation. 

Second, compensating electricity generators by giving 
them free allowances could raise the cost of reducing car- 

bon emissions. The reason is that in many r^ions of the 
country, electricity prices are set by regulators rather than 

by competitive forces. If generators were given allowances, 

regulators would probably not let them reflect the value 

of those allowances (that is, the amount they would receive 
if they sold the allowances) in the price of electricity. As 

a result, the increases in electricity prices that would result 

from free allocation would be lower than the ones that 
would result firom an allowance auction. Those lower price 

increases would do less to decrease existing distortions in 

the pricing of electricity (where price is often less than the 

marginal cost of generation) and would not give consum- 

ers as much incentive to reduce their electricity use. Recent 

research indicates that the cost of a cap-and-trade program 

that covered only the electricity generating industry could 

be more than twice as high if generators were given allow- 

ances for free instead of being required to buy them in 

an auction. 

Conclusions 
The value of carbon allowances under a cap-and-trade 

program (as reflected in the amount of revenue that could 
be raised from auctioning the allowances) could amount 
to many billions of dollars. Nevertheless, if a program was 
established, competing demands on that allowance value 

would necessitate difficult policy choices. Concerns about 
economic efficiency would have to compete with concerns 
about fairness. Even if all of the allowance value was used 
to provide compensation, it could not cover the total losses 

experienced by shareholders, workers, and households. 



Shifting the Cost Burden 
of a Carbon Cap-and-Trade Program 

R L esearch over the past few decades has shown that 

a variety of human activities—mainly deforestation and 

the burning of fossil fuels—have been addir^ greenhouse 

gases to the atmosphere and probably contributing to a 

gradual warming of the Earth's climate. Unless measures 
are taken to constrain emissions of those gases, they will 

continue to increase and the climate will be likely to grow 

warmer. Although much uncertainty remains about the 

effects of climate change, most assessments conclude that 
it could benefit some regions but ultimately cause 
extensive physical and economic damage in others.' It 
could raise sea levels; expand the potential rai^e of tropical 

diseases; disrupt agriculture, forestry, and natural eco- 
systems; and increase the variability and extremes of 
regional weather. Given what is known about the pace 
of climate change, it appears that most of that damage 
would fall on future generations. 

To reduce the likelihood of future warming, several Mem- 
bers of Congress and public interest groups have proposed 

plans to encourage or require cuts in the United States' 
emissions of greenhouse gases. Many of the proposals 

focus on the carbon dioxide that is emitted from the 

combustion of fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, or natural gas. 

Those carbon emissions make up roughly 85 percent of 
U.S. greenhouse-gas emissions and are the easiest type to 
track.^ 

1. For a discussion of the scientific consensus and economic issues 
related to climate change, see Gsngressional Budget Office, The 
Economics of Climate Change: A Primer (April 2003). 

2. The total estimate of greenhouse-gas emissions used in that cal- 
culation does not account for carbon emissions from the land 
sector, such as from forestry and agriculture. 

Many of the proposals to limit carbon emissions would 
create a "cap-and-trade" program, under which lawmakers 

would set a mandatory cap on the overall level of emis- 

sions, and suppliers or users of fossil fuels would be re- 

quired to hold a right (called an allowance) for each metric 

ton of emissions that would result from the production 

or use of their products. The government could give 

carbon allowances to regulated companies (those required 

to hold allowances) at no cost, or it could sell the allow- 
ances in an auction.^ Regardless of which allocation 

method was used initially, regulated firms would then be 
able to buy and sell allowances among themselves.'* The 

government has employed cap-and-trade programs in 
recent years to limit several pollutants, including sulfur 
dioxide, which contributes to acid rain. 

A cap on carbon emissions would inevitably lead to higher 
prices for consumer goods—primarily energy products 

such as gasoline, electricity, and home heatir^ oil. Thus, 

it would impose costs on consumers as well as on investors 

and workers in the energy sector. The ultimate distribu- 
tional effects of a cap-and-trade program would depend 

both on those cap-induced price changes and on policy- 

makers' decisions about how to allocate emission allow- 

4. 

Policymakers could also choose to distribute allowances direcdy 
to consiuners, affected workers, or communities. That alternative 
is less often discussed and could entail significant transaaion costs. 
In addition, policymakers could opt to give allowances to firms 
that were not required to hold them but that suffered significant 
losses in profits because of the policy. 

Cap-and-trade programs could be designed to include the seques- 
tering of carbon—for example, by planting trees, which store car- 
bon dioxide. In that case, regulated firms could have the option 
of fiJfilUng part of their allowance requirement by paying entities 
(such as farmers) to sequester carbon. 
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ances. Because the cap would limit carbon emissions below 
the level that would otherwise be expected to occur (the 

baseline level), the allowances would have a value reflecting 
their scarcity. If the government decided to auction off 

allowances, it could use the auction revenue for a wide 
variety of purposes, including providing compensation 
to affected entities. Each method of allocating allowances 

would have a unique distributional effect. 

In previous cap-and-trade programs for air pollutants, 

policymakers freely distributed virtually all of the allow- 

ances to regulated firms, thus giving those firms compen- 

sation for the additional costs that they incurred. That 

scenario may be less likely for a carbon cap-and-trade 

program because the total value of carbon allowances is 

expected to fer outweigh the costs that regulated firms 

would face. Some policymakers have expressed an interest 

in distributing the value of carbon allowances among 

affected entities (includii^ firms, workers, and consumers) 
on the basis of their share of the costs imposed by the cap. 

For example, the Climate Stewardship Act of 2003 (S. 
139) would establish a cap-and-trade program for green- 

house-gas emissions (including carbon) and direct the Sec- 
retary of Commerce to consider the distributional impact 

on those affected entities when deciding how to allocate 
allowances. That legislation also asks the Secretary to 
consider the effects of allowance-allocation decisions on 

economic efficiency. 

An appealing feature of cap-and-trade programs is that, 
if properly designed, they can reduce emissions at the 
lowest possible cost to society.' They cannot eliminate that 
cost entirely, however. Deciding on the appropriate level 
at which to cap carbon emissions would require carefully 
balancing the incremental costs that successive cuts in 
emissions would impose against the incremental benefits 

that would come from reducing the potential for global 

climate change. Measuring those costs and benefits and 
making that decision are beyond the scope of this analysis. 

5. For more information about ttie role of various design features in 
the cxKt-effectiveness of a cap-and-trade program, see Congressional 
Budget Office, An Evaluation of Cap-and-Trade Pro-ams for 
ReducingU.S. Carbon Emissions (June 2001) and Reducing Gasoline 
Consumption: Three Policy Options (November 2002). 

Instead, this paper attempts to further public understand- 
ing of the possible distributional effects of a carbon cap- 
and-trade program by reviewing the available literature 

on that issue. In recent years, some economists have b^un 
to examine how much compensation policymakers would 

need to give affected industries to offset the costs they 
would face from a cap on carbon emissions. Much of that 
research focuses on fossil-fuel suppliers and the electricity 

generating industry, which are expected to incur the 

highest costs. This paper also examines the available liter- 

ature about the distributional effects that a carbon cap- 

and-trade program would have on consumers and workers 

if they did not receive compensation. Economists estimate 

that consumers would probably bear significant costs 

under such a program and that those costs would be 

regressive (placing a relatively greater burden on lower- 

income households than on higher-income households). 

In addition, this paper looks at what share of allowance 
value might be available for compensation if the govern- 
ment used some of that value to offset declines in tax 
receipts or increases in government spending that could 

result from the cap on carbon emissions. Finally, the paper 
examines the economic consequences of compensating 

firms and consumers. 

Costs and Income Transfer Under 
a Carbon Cap-and-Trade Program 
A carbon cap-and-trade program could impose sizable 
costs on the economy. Further, because the allowances 
associated with the program would have considerable 
value, policymakers' decisions about how to allocate them 
could result in a significant transfer of income. 

Economywide Costs: Welfare Losses 
Limiting U.S. carbon emissions would reduce the welfare 

of U.S. residents in two ways. First, it would entail pro- 
ducing goods in a more cosdy fashion. Thus, welfere losses 

would include the value of society's resources (capital, 

labor, and natural resources) that would be devoted to 

producing goods in a way that yielded lower carbon emis- 
sions. Second, cutting carbon emissions would entail re- 
ducing consumption of carbon-intensive goods, such as 
energy products. Thus, welfare losses would also include 

the net value of decreased production and consumption 
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that would result from the carbon cap. Those welfare 
losses are real costs to the economy in that they would not 

be recovered elsewhere in the form of higher income. They 

would be borne by people in their various roles as inves- 
tors, workers, and consumers. 

Decreasing carbon emissions would necessitate reducing 

the use of fossil fuels—particularly coal, which emits more 
carbon per amount of heat generated than any other fossil 
fuel. Firms would face higher production costs as they 

attempted to substitute less carbon-intensive fossil fuels 

(such as natural gas) for more carbon-intensive ones (such 

as coal) and as they moved away from using energy in their 

production processes. Those higher production costs 

would translate into welfare losses for producers in two 
ways. First, to the extent that companies could not pass 

the higher costs on to consumers, they would receive lower 
profits on the goods they sold. Second, to the extent that 

firms couldmcxtist prices—and higher prices caused con- 
sumers to buy less—firms' profits would fall because of 

the reduction in sales. Lower profits would lead to losses 

for investors and workers. In the long run, investors would 

adjust to those changes (for example, by leaving the indus- 
try or expanding less). But in the short run, they would 

experience lower returns on their existir^ capital, and 
profits would fall. Like investors, workers would also ad- 
just in the long run, but they would experience transitional 
costs if decreased production caused them to become 

unemployed.*^ 

Consumers would incur welfare losses as well. If firms 
were able to pass on higher production costs in the form 
of higher prices, consumers would have an incentive to 
reduce their purchases of carbon-intensive goods, such 
as electricity or gasoline. Their welfare losses would in- 

clude the higher prices they would pay for energy products 

and the value of consumption they would have to foigo 

because of those higher prices (for example, the discomfort 

associated with keeping their house cooler in the winter 
or the loss in satisfaction that would result from canceling 
a vacation because of high gasoline prices). 

Income Transfer: Allowance Costs 
and Allowance Value 
If the government created a cap-and-trade program for 

carbon emissions, it would establish a new right: the right 

to emit one of the limited tons of carbon allowed under 

the cap. Those rights (the allowances) could have consider- 

able value. Underlying economic forces—such as factors 
that determine the supply of and demand for different 

products—^would determine who ultimately paid the cost 

of the allowances. The government would determine who 

received the value of the allowances through its decisions 

about allocation.^ As a result, the cap-and-trade program 

would redistribute income from entities that ultimately 

bore the cost of the allowances (such as consumers or 

energy investors) to entities that received their value. 

An example illustrates how the allocation process could 
transfer income. Suppose the government imposed the 

allowance requirement on suppliers of fossil fuel—such 
as petroleum refiners, natural gas processing plants, and 

coal mines—^with each supplier required to hold an 

allowance for every ton of carbon that would be released 

when its fuel was combusted. Fossil-fiiel suppUers would 

ultimately have to curtail production because the overall 
number of allowances would be limited by the level of the 
cap.* The restriction on production would make fossil 
fuels more scarce and drive up their market price, widen- 

ing the gap between production costs and market prices. 

That gap would be reflected in the value of an allowance— 
the value of the right to sell now-scarcer fossil fuels. 

If the government required fossil-fuel suppliers to purchase 
carbon allowances in an auction, the policy would transfer 
the value of the allowances from consumers (who bore 

the allowance costs in the form of h^her fossil-fuel prices) 

6.   If workers were reemployed in lower-paying jobs, they would incur 
additional losses. 

7. Some people argue that giving allowances away could make it 
difficult to raise the level of the carbon cap in the future should 
scientific evidence indicate that such a step was warranted. Allow- 
ance recipients might oppose increasing the cap because that would 
reduce the value of each allowance. 

8. Technologies exist for removing carbon during the combustion 
process and then sequestering it, but they would become eco- 
nomically viable only if the allowance price rose to a few hundred 
dollars per ton. 
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to the government.' The ultimate distributional effect 
would depend on what the government did with the 

auction revenue. It could use that revenue (the allowance 
value) to directly compensate affected entities or for a 
variety of other purposes, such as increasing spending, 

decreasing taxes, or reducing the deficit. 

Instead of selling allowances, the government could give 

them to fossil-fuel suppliers for free. In that case, fossil-fuel 

prices would still rise because of the need to reduce pro- 
duction. The difference is that fossil-fuel suppliers would 
benefit from higher prices on the goods they sold but 

would not incur allowance costs. Thus, free allocation 

would transfer the value of the allowances from consumers 

of fossil fuel to suppliers. If the value of the allowances 

was greater than the profits that fossil-fuel suppliers lost 

because of the policy, their profits would rise. Consumers 

would be worse offin two ways: because they would bear 

a large share of the allowance costs (in the form of higher 
prices for the fossil fuels they consumed) and because they 
would have to reduce their consumption of carbon- 

intensive goods. 

The government could use the allowance value to redis- 
tribute the cost of a carbon cap-and-trade program, but 
it could not eliminate that cost. The reason is that the 

allowance value would be less than the sum of the allow- 
ance costs and the welfare losses resulting from such a 
program. For example, one study estimated the costs of 
reducing carbon emissions between 2002 and 2080 by 
23 percent from the baseline level. The study estimated 

the welfare losses from such a reduction at $1.6 trillion 
and the allowance costs at $3.2 trillion (both measured 
as the present discounted value of costs over that period). 

9. This example assumes that prices would rise by the full amount 
of the allowance value. As discussed later, prices might rise by less 
than the full value of the allowances, which would cause producers 
to absorb some of the allowance costs if allowances were sold in 
an auction. 

10. See Lawrence H. Goulder, Mitigating the Adverse Impacts ofC02 
Abatement Policies on Energy-Intensive IndtistrieSyDisaissionl'aptT 

02-22 (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, March 2002), 
availableatwww.rfF.org/disc_papers/PDF_files/0222.pdf.Those 

estimates were based on the assumption that the government would 
use most of the allowance value to reduce marginal personal income 

Because allowance value by definition equals allowance 

costs, the government at best would have $3.2 trillion of 
allowance value available to compensate investors, workers, 

and consumers for $4.8 trillion in total costs. 

How Allowances Were Allocated 
in Previous Trading Programs 
and Why Carbon Might Be Different 
The best-known cap-and-trade program is one designed 

to limit emissions of sulfur dioxide (SOj) as a way to 
reduce acid rain. That program took effect in 1995 with 

the aim of cutting SO2 emissions from electricity gener- 

ating facilities roughly in half The government distributed 

emission allowances free of charge to facilities existing at 

the time the regulation was enacted in a manner that was 

roughly proportional to their historical levels of emis- 

sions." That method of distributing allowances for free 

on the basis of historical data is called grandfathering. 

A second method of allocating allowances—called output- 
based allocation—^will be applied in some states under a 
cap-and-trade program that the Environmental Protection 
Agency has designed to reduce emissions of nitrogen ox- 
ides (NO J. That program—known as die NO^ SIP (State 
Implementation Plan) Call—takes effect this year and 

covers emissions from electricity generators in 19 eastern 
states and the District of Columbia. The SIP Call program 
is unique in that the federal government is establishing 
a budget of allowances for each state, which in turn will 

allocate them to its affected NO,, sources as it wishes. 
Some states, such as Massachusetts and Connecticut, plan 

to allocate a fixed quantity of emission allowances to 
sources in proportion to their relative share of electricity 
generated in a recent year. That proportion will be up- 
dated as those shares change over time. (Thus, if a gener- 
ator's share of total electricity in the region increases in 

tax rates. The total cost would be significandy higher ($5.8 trillion) 
if the government used the allowance value to provide direct 
payments to affected parties. 

11. See Dallas Burtraw and others, The Effea of Allowance Allocation 
on the Cost of Carbon Emission Trading, Discussion Paper 01-30 
(Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, August 2001), avail- 
able at www.rfF.org/disc_papers/PDF_files/0130.pdf. 
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the Riture, it will receive a larger number of allowances.)'^ 
Other states plan to grandfather allowances to affected 
generators. 

Both of those allocation methods involve giving the vast 

majority of allowances to regulated entities for free.'^ 

Because the allowances have value (reflecting the price that 

a firm would receive if it sold them), such free allocation 

can make a cap on emissions more acceptable to the 
regulated firms. 

As noted earlier, a third possibility for allocation is that 

the government could sell allowances in a revenue-raising 
auction. The various ways it could use that revenue (such 

as to boost federal spending, cut taxes, reduce the budget 

deficit, or compensate firms, consumers, or communities 
that were harmed by the policy) would have differing dis- 

tributional effects. They would also have different implica- 
tions for the overall cost of the carbon cap. 

The question of how allowances are allocated has been 
important in all previous cap-and-trade programs, but 

it is likely to be even more important for a carbon tradir^ 

program because of the magnitude of the allowance value 

12. Ibid. Another method of updating is to base changes on a 
generation performance standard. The government would use 
projections of electricity generation for a specific year along with 
a target level of emissions to determine a targeted emission rate. 
Firms with emissions below that rate would earn allowances, and 
firms with emissions above the rate woidd need to buy allowances. 
That form of allocating allowances has been proposed in legislation 
for carbon emissions from the electricity generating sector. For a 
discussion of that approach, see J. Alan Beamon, Tom Leckey, and 
Laura Martin, Power Plant Emission Reductions Using a Generation 
Performance Standard (Energy Information Administration), avail- 
able at www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/servicerpt/gps/pdf/gpsstudy.pdf 

13. About 2.8 percent of SOj allowances are set aside for an auction 
each year. The auctions help ensiure that new generating facilities 
have a public source of allowances beyond those allocated initially 
to existing facilities. Moreover, the auctions helped provide price 
information to the allowance market in the early stages of the 
regulatory program. Those auctions do not redistribute allowance 
value because the proceeds are given back to electricity generators 
on the basis of their initial allocation. See Environmental Protection 
Agency, "Acid Rain Program Allowance Auctions Fact Sheet," 
available at www.epa.gov/airmarkets/auctions/factsheet.html. 

at stake. Emission allowances in the SOj program are 
projected to have a total value of $2.7 billion in 2010.'^ 
Allowances in the proposed NO^ trading program are 
predicted to be worth about $1.7 billion per year. In 

contrast, a cap-and-trade program that reduced carbon 

emissions from the electricity sector in 2012 by only 

6 percent from the projected baseline level is expected to 

result in an allowance value of $ 15 billion to $24 billion 

per year.' ^ An economywide cap (one covering all sources 

of carbon emissions) could result in a much larger allow- 

ance value—perhaps more than $100 billion per year— 
depending on the stringency of the cap. 

Besides the large potential value of carbon allowances, 

concerns about fairness could have a bearing on which 

allocation method to choose for a carbon cap-and-trade 
program. In general, an allocation may be more likely to 
be perceived as fair if it compensates entities that incur 

the greatest costs as a result of the policy. Freely allocating 

SO2 and NO^ allowances to electricity generators could 

be seen as cost compensation because the magnitude of 

the allowance value was expected to be roughly equal to 

the costs that generators would incur to reduce emissions. 
In contrast, for modest cuts in carbon emissions from the 

electricity sector, the value of the allowances is expected 
to be at least 20 times greater than generators' costs."^ 

Generators would be able to capture a significant share 

14. See Dallas Burtraw and others, The Effect on Asset Values of the 
Allocation ofCarbon Dioxide Emission Allowances, Discussion Paper 
02-15 (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, March 2002), 
available at www.rff.org/disc_papers/PDF_files/ 0215.pdf. 

15. Ibid. That estimate assumes that the reduction is phased in between 
2008 and 2012. The range for total allowance value stems from 
alternative assumptions about how the allowances would be allo- 
cated. Auaioning allowances would result in the lowest allowance 
price and thus the smallest allowance value ($ 15 billion), whereas 
a generation performance standard would result in the highest 
allowance price and the greatest value ($24 billion). Grandfathering 
would produce an allowance value between those two figures, 
according to the authors. 

16. See Dallas Burtraw and Karen Palmer, "A Comparison of the 
EffeCTs of the Distribution of Emission Allowances for Sulflir 
Dioxide, Nitrogen Oxides, and Carbon Dioxide" (draft. Resources 
for the Future, Washington, D.C., May 2, 2003). 
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of the allowance value by raising electricity prices.''' Thus, 
freely allocating all of the carbon allowances to generators 
would be likely to greatly overcompensate them for their 

share of the policy costs. 

Likewise, giving all of the allowances to fossil-fuel sup- 

pliers under an "upstream" cap-and-trade program—in 
which suppliers of coal, natural gas, and petroleum, rather 

than electricity generators, were required to hold allow- 

ances—would make those firms better off. Research indi- 

cates that those suppliers could pass most of the allowance 
costs on to final consumers either direcdy or indirectly. 

For example, they could pass costs on to electricity gener- 

ators, who in turn could pass them on to electricity users. 

Fossil-fuel suppliers would experience decreases in pro- 

duction because of those price increases (coal production 

would fall the most because coal emits the most carbon 

per amount of heat generated). However, the value of the 

allowances would probably be far greater than the lost 
profits from decreased production. Thus, freely allocating 
a major share of the carbon allowances to fossil-fiiel 
suppliers could lead to much higher profits for those 

companies. 

The question of where the cap was placed (on fossil-fiiel 
suppliers or on "downstream" industries) could have im- 
portant implications for the administrative costs of the 
program and for the ability of the cap to cover all of the 
sources of carbon emissions in the economy.'* Regardless 
of where the cap was imposed, however, costs would be 

distributed throughout the supply chain for carbon. For 
example, placing the cap on electricity generators would 

17. For example, Burtraw and others found that a 6 percent reduaion 
in carbon emissions from the electricity generating sector would 
increase electricity prices by 3.3 percent if allowances were grand- 
fethered. That analysis accounts for the foct that some regions have 
regulated prices and that regulators would not allow generators 
to reflect the value of the allowances in the price of electricity in 
those regions. See Burtraw and others, The Effect on Asset Values 
of the Allocation of Carbon Dioxide Emission Allowances. 

18. For a discussion of the relative merits of upstream and downstream 
caps on carbon emissions, see Congressional Budget OfBce, An 
Evaluation ofCap-and-Trade Programs for Reducing U.S. Carbon 

Emissions 0une 2001). 

lead to higher prices for electricity consumers, reduced 
demand for electricity, and reduced demand for fossil 
fuels, particularly coal. Likewise, placing the cap on fossil- 
fiiel suppliers would lead to lower production of fossil 

fuels (particularly coal), higher prices for electricity, and 
reduced demand for electricity (because of higher produc- 

tion costs). Thus, the issue of whether—or how—to 
compensate fossil-fiiel suppliers, downstream producers, 

and consumers for their costs is relevant r^ardless of 

where the cap on carbon emissions is imposed. 

Compensation for Shareholders 
in Key Industries 
A cap on carbon emissions would cause a reduction in the 

use of fossil fiiel, especially coal, and a decrease in the 

production of carbon-intensive goods, such as electricity. 

As a result, future earnings on capital invested in those 

industries would be likely to fall. Investors would be able 
to adj ust their investment strategies once the cap-and-trade 
program was in place (or its implementation was certain). 
But capital investments made before then would receive 

lower returns than expected. 

Estimating Compensation Requirements 
at the Sector level 
Several researchers have explored how much compensation 
would be necessary to maintain profits on existing capital 
(typically referred to as maintaining equity values) in the 
industrial sectors most affected by a cap-and-trade pro- 
gram. In general, those analyses have assumed that com- 
pensation would occur by granting firms a perpetual allo- 
cation of a limited share of the allowances. The com- 

pensation measured in those studies would offset reduced 
returns on existing capital in those industries. As a result, 

that compensation would offset costs incurred by share- 
holders but not by workers (their costs are discussed in 

a later section of this paper). 

Lans Bovenberg and Lawrence Goulder were the first to 
estimate the share of carbon allowances that would need 

to be allocated to compensate regulated entities for the 
lower returns on existing capital. They examined an up- 
stream trading program that would reduce emissions by 

18 percent in 2025 and would have an allowance price 
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of $25 per ton of carbon emitted." They concluded that 
roughly 11 percent of the allowance value would need to 

be freely allocated to fossil-fuel suppliers to maintain 
equity values in those industries.^° 

Subsequent research by Bovenbetg and Goulder included 

costs imposed on downstream industries—specifically, 
the electric utility, petroleum refining, and metals and 

machinery industries. The authors used updated data and 

a more stringent emission target: a decline in carbon emis- 

sions of about 23 percent over the 2002-2080 period.^' 
They estimated that the present discounted value of the 

welfare losses from that policy would be $1.59 trillion, 
and the allowance value (and hence the allowance costs) 

would be $3.21 trillion. Of that total $4.8 trillion in costs, 

the authors estimated that $420 billion would be borne 

by investors who held stock in fossil-fuel-supplying in- 

dustries and $28 billion by investors in the downstream 

industries listed above. Maintaining equity values in those 

sectors would require 14 percent of the allowance value, 

they concluded: 13 percent for fossil-fuel suppliers and 
less than 1 percent for the downstream industries (see 

Table 1)?^ Giving the full $3.21 trillion allowance value 

19. See A. Lans Bovenberg and Lawrence Goulder, "Neutralizing the 
Adverse Industry Impacts of COj Abatement Policies: What Does 
It Cost?" in C. Carraro and G. Metcalf, eds., BehavioralandDistri- 
butional Effects of Environmental Policy (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2001). The authors actually examined a carbon tax 
of $25 per ton of carbon but pointed out that it is equivalent to 
a trading program in which the goverrunent auctions the allowances 
and the resulting price is $25. 

20. That number does not appear in their paper but instead comes from 
apersonal commimication to the Congressional Budget Office by 
Lawrence GoiJder. 

21. That change in emissions is the percentage change between baseline 
emissions and emissions under the policy in present-value terms, 
with the emissions stream discounted using the aftenax interest 
rate. See Goulder, Mitigatingthe Adverse Impacts ofC02 Abatement 
Policies on Energy-Intensive Industries, footnote 16 and Table 4. 

22. Ibid. That analysis assumed that the price of an allowance would 
be $25 initially, rise by either 7 percent or 9 percent a year to $50, 
and then remain constant at that level. The authors do not report 
the $420 billion figure; it was calculated as 13 percent of the 
reported allowance value. 

to the regulated firms would vastly overcompensate them 
for their share of the policy costs. 

Even though only a fairly small share of total allowance 

value would be needed to maintain equity values in those 
industries, the decline in equity values that would occur 

in the absence of compensation could be quite large for 

some of them. For example, Bovenberg and Goulder 

estimated that equity values in the coal industry could fall 

by more than 50 percent in the lor^ run under their hypo- 

thetical cap-and-trade program. The oil and gas industry 

and the electric utility industry would see equity values 
fall by roughly 19 percent and 7 percent, respectively. Al- 
though those equity losses would be concentrated in a few 

industries, they would be widely distributed among in- 

vestors (to the extent that shareholders have diversified 
portfolios). 

In Bovenberg and Goulder's analyses, the significant losses 
borne by industry could be offset by a modest share of the 

total allowance value because most of the $4.8 trillion cost 
of the policy would be borne by consumers in the form 

of higher prices. Their cost estimates are based on the 

assumption that the government would use the remaining 

86 percent of the allowance value ($2.76 trillion) to reduce 
marginal personal income taxes. (If that was not the case, 

the total cost of the policy would be higher, as discussed 
near the end of this paper). Thus, households—^which 

consist of individuals who could be shareholders and pay- 
ers of personal income taxes as well as consumers—^would 

receive some compensation in the form of lower personal 

income taxes. However, the burden of higher prices for 

carbon-intensive goods would be distributed among 
households in a different pattern than the benefits asso- 

ciated with lower tax rates would be. (That difference is 
discussed in the next section of this paper.) 

Anne Smith and others also found that compensating 

fossil-fiiel suppliers and electricity producers would take 
a small share of the total allowance value.'^^ Their study 

examined a policy that would cap annual U.S. carbon 

23. See Anne E. Smith, Martin T. Ross, and W. David Montgomery, 
Implications ofTrading Implementation Design for Equity-Efficiency 
Trade-off in Carbon Permit Allocations, working paper (Boston: 
Charles River Associates, December 2002). 
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Tablet. 
Estimates of Industry Compensation Ratios Under Carbon Trading 
Programs, by Study 

Boveaberg and Goalder Smith and Others Burtraw and Others 

Coverage of Cap 

Carbon Reduction 

Economywide 

23 percent decrease in U.S. 
baseline emissions* 

Economywide Electricity generating sector 

14 percent decrease in U.S.    6 percent decrease in baseline 
baseline emissions in 2010    emissions for the electricity 

sector in 2012 

Carbon Allowance Price $25 to $50 per metric ton"" $51 per metric ton 

Industries Compensated Fossil-fuel suppliers, electricity     Fossil-fuel suppliers, 
generators, petroleum refiners,     electricity generators 
metals and machinery mdustries 

$25 per metric ton under 
auction; $38 per metric ton 
under grandfathering 

Electricity generators 

Compensation Ratio*^ 
At the sector level 
At the firm level 

14 percent 
n.a. 

6 percent 
n.a. 

5.5 percent 
20.5 percent* 

Sources; A. Lans Bovenberg and Lawrence Goulder, "Neutralizing the Adverse Industry Impacts of CO^ Abatement Policies: What Does It Cost?" In C. Carraro and 
G. Metcalf, eAs., Behavioral and Distributional Effects of Environmental Policy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001); Lawrence H. Goulder, 
MitigatingtheMverse Impacts ofC02Abatemmt Policies on Energy4ntensiveIndustries,VAsasss\on?^r(il-21(^2shai^on,li 

the Future, March 2002); Anne E. Smldi, Martin T. Ross, and W. David Montgomery, Implications ofTrading Implementation I^ignfor Equity-Efficiency 
Trade-offs in Carbon Permit Allocations, working paper (Boston: Charles River Associates, December 2002); Dallas Burtraw and others. The Effect of 
Allowance Allocation on the Cost of Carbon Emission Trading, Discussion Paper 01-30 (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, August 2001); and 
Dallas Burtraw and others. The Effect on Asset Values of the Allocation of Carbon Dioxide Emission Allowances, Discussion Paper 02-15 (Washington, 

D.C.: Resources for the Future, March 2002). 

Note:  n.a. = not available. 

a. The change in the present value of emissions from 2002 to 2080, with the emissions stream discounted using the aftertax interest rate. 

b. The price is $25 per ton Initially and rises by 7 percent per year until it reaches $50 per ton. 
c. The compensation ratio rq)resents the share of the total allowance value needed to preserve equity value if compensation was made in the form of a perpetual 

allocation of allowances. 
d. These numbers do not appear in the study but are based on conversations with the authors.   

emissions at the 2000 level (1.54 billion metric tons), 
resulting in a 14 percent decrease in carbon emissions by 

2010 and a 32 percent decrease by 2030. They estimated 
that compensating existing fossil-fuel suppliers and elec- 

tricity generators would require 6 percent of the total 
allowance value—assuming that allowance allocations were 

perpetual. If firms were fully compensated over a limited 
time period, the compensation ratio would be higher, they 

concluded (see Box 1). 

The reason that estimated compensation ratios for both 
upstream and downstream industries in a carbon tradir^ 

program are modest (less than 15 percent) is that much 
of the cost of the program would be passed on to the ul- 
timate consumers of carbon-intensive goods. That would 

be most likely to occur under two conditions: 

■    If the supply of goods affected by the policy was elas- 
tic (meaning that the variable cost of production did 
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Box 1. 

Compensating Firms Over a Limited Time Period 
The estimates of compensation ratios discussed above 
all assume that firms would receive compensation in 

the form of a permanent stream of free allowances. 
Future payments have less value than current payments 
because dollars received today could be invested and 

thus would be worth more in the fiature. Economists 
typically use a discount rate to convert the value of 

future payments into present-value terms. With value 

measured on that basis, a firm would receive most of 
the value of a perpetual stream of allowance payments 
during the first 20 years.' 

A study by Anne Smith and others demonstrated that 

the compensation ratio would be much larger in the 

initial years of a cap-and-trade program if firms were 

compensated for their losses over a shorter time period. 

For example, if firms were to receive all of their com- 

pensation in the first 10 years of the program, that com- 
pensation would account for 40 percent of the total 

allowance value, compared with only 6 percent of that 

value if compensation was received in the form of a 
perpetual stream of allowances.^ 

Shareholders might prefer to be compensated over a 

limited time frame because of concerns that r^ulators 
could decide to eliminate free allocations after a few 

years. If regulators did that, compensation would be less 

than anticipated and would fall short of firms' costs. 
Whether compensation was less than or greater than 

the value of firms' losses, or was provided at all, would 

be an important fairness issue. However, it would not 
be expected to change the behavior of regulated firms 

in ways that would raise the costs of a cap-and-trade 

program. Further, compensating firms over a more 

hmited time would mean that less revenue would be 

available to compensate other affected entities, such as 

consumers, who would be expected to incur a large share 
of the policy costs. 

1. Assuming a constant allowance value, using a 7 percent dis- 
count rate, and valuing the allowances on a continuous basis 
mean that 75 percent of the total allowance value of a stream 
of perpetual payments would be received in the first 20 years 
of the program. 

See Anne E. Smith, Martin T. Ross, and W. David Mont- 
gomery, Implications of Trading Implementation Design fir 
Equity-Efficiency Trade-offs in Carbon Permit Allocations, 
working paper (Boston: Charles River Associates, December 
2002), p. 19. 

not change much when the quantity of goods pro- 
duced rose or fell);^^ and 

If the demand for those goods was inelastic (meaning 

that the amount that consumers purchased was rela- 

24. The supply of a good tends to be elastic when immobile faaors 
of produaion, such as capital, make up a fairly small share of its 
production costs. In that case, profits are small relative to the 
industry's output. Thus, declines in production because of a cap- 
and-trade program will result in fairly small reductions in profits 
and require litde compensation. That point is demonstrated in both 
an analytical and empirical model in A. Lans Bovenberg, Lawrence 
H. Goulder, and Derek J. Gurney, "Efficiency Costs of Meeting 
Industry-Distributional Constraints Under Environmental Permits 
and Taxes" draft (December 2002). 

tively insensitive to changes in price). A good tends 

to have a less elastic demand when substituting 
another good for it is difficult. For example, the 

demand for electricity tends to be relatively inelastic 
because there are few viable substitutes for electric 

power. In contrast, a good that has readily available 
substitutes tends to have a more elastic demand. For 

example, the demand for a restaurant meal tends to 
be relatively elastic because homemade meals and pre- 

pared foods from grocery stores offer substitutes. 

Producers of goods that are characterized by elastic supply 

and inelastic demand are most able to pass cost increases 

on to consumers without experiencing a reduction in 
profits. 
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Estimating Compensation Requirements 
at the Firm Level 
The compensation estimates described above all measure 
losses for an entire sector, such as the electricity generating 
sector, rather than for individual firms. Recent research 
indicates that in some cases, compensation requirements 

could be higher than those estimates if losses were cal- 
culated at the firm level. If some firms in a sector earned 

larger profits as a result of the cap-and-trade program and 

their equity values increased, those equity gains would 

offset losses by other firms in the sector.^^ Thus, if equity 

losses were calculated for individual firms rather than for 

the sector, the amount of compensation required would 

be greater and the compensation ratio would rise. 

Dallas Burtraw and others have quantified that effect for 

a cap-and-trade program that would reduce carbon emis- 

sions from electricity generators by 6 percent in 2012. 
They concluded that compensating firms for policy- 
induced decreases in the value of existing assets at the time 
the policy was enacted would take 5.5 percent of the 
allowance value if losses were measured at the industry 
level (where gains offset some of the losses) but would 
require 20.5 percent of that value if losses were measured 

at the firm level.^'' 

25. For example, nuclear-powered or hydroelectric generators could 
experience higher profits as a result of a carbon cap-and-trade 
program because they do not produce carbon emissions and thus 
would not face allowance costs, but they would benefit fi:om higher 
prices for the electricity they generate. 

26. Smith and others make that point but are not able to quanrify it 

in their model. 

27. Those estimates assume that the government would sell the rest 
of the allowances in an auction. The details of the cap-and-trade 
policy and the model are provided in two papers by Burtraw and 
others: The Effect on Asset Values of the Allocation of Carbon Dioxule 
Emission Allowances and The Effect of Allowance Allocation on the 
Cost of Carbon Emission Trading. The percentages given in the 
above text cannot be found in either of those papers but are based 
on personal communications to the Congressional Budget Office 
by authors Dallas Burtraw and Karen Palmer. Note that their 
finding that 5.5 percent of the allowance value is needed to com- 
pensate the electricity sector is not necessarily inconsistent with 
the estimate from Smith and others that 6 percent of the allowance 
value is necessary to compensate both fossil-fiiel suppliers and the 

Differences in compensation ratios calculated at the firm 
level or the sector level depend on whether a cap-and-trade 

program would create winners as well as losers within a 
sector. Burtraw and others found a significant difference 
between compensation ratios at the two levels because 

some electricity generators with few or no carbon emis- 
sions would experience higher profits as a result of the 
program. In contrast, if compliance costs were uniformly 

distributed throughout an industry or if cost increases did 
not lead to price increases, the compensation ratio would 

be the same whether calculated at the sector level or the 

firm level.^^ 

Compensation for Consumers 
As noted above, firms would be able to pass a large share 

of the cost of a carbon cap-and-trade prc^ram on to final 

consumers in the form of higher prices if the supply of 

their products was elastic and the demand for those 
products was inelastic. Research indicates that those con- 
ditions are likely to hold true for fossil-fuel suppliers and 
for the electricity generating industry.^' Thus, under- 
standing the incidence of a carbon cap-and-trade prc^ram 
(that is, who bears the cost) requires examining how those 

electricity sector. Smith and others were examining an economy- 
wdde cap-and-trade program; therefore, the total value of allowances 
would be much larger than for a cap-and-trade program that 
covered only the elearicity sector. Consequently, a much smaller 
share of that larger allowance value would be needed to compensate 
electricity producers under Smith's economywlde analysis than 
imder Burtraw's electricity-sector-specific analysis. Further, the 
impact on the electricity sector could be larger for a cap that 
covered only that sector than for one that covered all fossil fiiels 
because it might prompt more substituuon away from electricity. 

28. As described above, whether cost increases led to price increases 
would depend on the elasticity of demand. 

29. Besides the studies discussed above, a paper by Mark Lasky of the 
Congressional Budget Office surveyed and synthesized economic 
models used to estimate the cost of the Kyoto Protocol. That anal- 
ysis indicated that higher prices for U.S. consumers would account 
for between 94 percent and 96 percent of the value of the allow- 
ances used, and income losses by energy producers would account 
for the rest. See Mark Lasky, The Economic Costs of Reducing Emis- 
sions of Greenhouse Gases: A Survey of Economic Models, Technical 
Paper 2003-3 (May 2003), available at www.cbo.gov/Tech.cfm. 
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higher prices would be expected to afFect households at 
diflferent income levels.^° 

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) published a 

study in June 2000 that examined the effects on house- 

holds of a cap-and-trade program to reduce carbon emis- 

sions by 15 percent.^' That study looked at how the in- 
creases in consumer prices caused by the program would 

be distributed among households with diflferent incomes. 

It also examined policy effects on households under alter- 

native assumptions about how the government would 

allocate allowances. Unlike the previous studies discussed 

in this paper—^which focused on the costs that firms 
would absorb under a cap-and-trade program but excluded 

consumers—the 2000 CBO study looked at how consum- 
ers would be affected by higher prices but did not consider 

the impact on industry. As such, it assumed that all of the 
cost of the program would be passed on to consumers in 

the form of higher prices. Thus, that study tended to 
overestimate the effect on consumers to the extent that 

industry would absorb some of the cost. 

Effects of Higher Prices on Households 
The 2000 CBO study assumed that the price increase for 
each product would be proportional to the amount of 
carbon emitted from the fossil fiiels used in its production. 

Those increases would be r^ressive because lower-income 
households generally consume a larger share of their 

income than higher-income households do and because 
they spend a greater percentage of their income on energy 

products (such as gasoline, electricity, and fuel for heating 

and cooking), which are the most carbon-intensive goods. 

The 2000 CBO study estimated that the price changes 
resulting from a 15 percent cut in carbon emissions would 

30. Providing compensation to industry over a limited period of time 
or calculating compensation requirements at the firm level rather 
than the sector level would increase the compensation ratio but 
would not change the extent to which consumers experienced 
higher prices as a result of the program. 

31. Congressional Budget Office, Who Gains and Who Pays Under 
Carhon-AUowance Trading The Distributional Effects of Alternative 
Policy Designs Qune 2000). 

cost the average household in the lowest one-fifth of the 
income distribution (called aquintile) about $560 ayear 

—or 3.3 percent of its average income (see Table 2). 

Households in other quintiles would face higher costs in 

dollar amounts, but those costs would represent a smaller 

share of their average yearly income—1.7 percent in the 
case of the highest quintile. 

Table 2.  

Increase in Average Household Costs 
from a 15 Percent Decrease 
in Carbon Emissions 

Average for Income Quintile 

Lowest Second Middle Fourth Highest 

Cost Increase 

In dollars 
As a percentage 

of income" 

560        730      960     1,240    1,800 

3.3 2.9       2.8 2.7       1.7 

Source:   Congressional Budget Office. 

Note: The numbers in this table come from data on each quintile's cash con- 
sumption and estimates of cash income. More-complete measures of 
income and consumption would include in-kind items, such as 
employer-paid health benefits or food stamps, and thus could yield 
somewhat different findings. Data Umitations preclude such measures, 
however. Consequently, these numbers should be viewed as illustrative 
and broadly supportive of the conclusions in this analysis rather than 
as exact figures. 

a. The cost increases are equivalent to percentage decreases in aftertax income. 

That study relied on detailed data about households' 

annual spending and income. Those data allowed the 

analysis to distribute the price increases from a carbon cap 

among households on the basis of their existir^ patterns 

of consumption and income. However, such an annual 

perspective may not accurately reflect the cost of a carbon 

cap over an individual's lifetime, because ratios of con- 

sumption to income vary throughout people's lives. 

Viewed from a lifetime perspective, the effects of a carbon 

cap would probably still be regressive but less so than when 

measured on an annual basis. Various analyses suggest that 

a policy that raised the price of consumer goods would 

tend to be regressive if it was measured on the basis of life- 
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time spending relative to lifetime income.^^ The reason 
is that lifetime consumption as a share of lifetime income 

—like the annual ratio—tends to fell as the level of income 
rises. In addition, one researcher has concluded that a 

group of environmental taxes (including a carbon tax) 
would be slightly regressive when measured on a lifetime 

basis.^^ 

Information about the lifetime incidence of a policy can 

also be inferred from annual data by examining the subset 

of the population that is middle-aged (the point at which 

people tend to reach their maximum income level). Data 

indicate that consumption-to-income ratios woiJd decline 

with increases in income for middle-aged households, but 

to a lesser extent than for the population as a whole. That 

result indicates that the price effects of a carbon cap-and- 

trade program would still be regressive if measured on a 
lifetime basis, though less so than if measured annually. 
Estimating the effects of a carbon cap-and-trade program 
on households on a lifetime basis is an important area for 

future research. 

Effects of Alternative Allocation Policies 
on Households 
Households could be compensated for price increases in 
numerous ways. The 2000 CBO study examined the 

distributional effects that would result if the government 

auctioned off allowances and used the revenue (net of 
increases in government expenses and reductions in tax 
revenue caused by the cap) to pay all households an equal 
lump-sum rebate or to cut corporate taxes. It found that 
returning all of the net auction revenue to households in 

32. See, for example, Diane Lim Rogers and Don Fullerton, Who Bears 
the Lifetime Tax Burden? (Wa^^gcon, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 
1993); and Paul L. Menchik and Martin David, "The Incidence 
of a Lifetime Consumption Tax," National Tax Journal, vol. 35, 
no. 2 Qune 1992), pp. 189-203. 

33. See Gilben E. Metcalf, "A Distributional Analysis of Green Tax 
Reforms," National Tax Journal, vol. 52, no.4 (December 1999), 
pp. 655-681. Metcalf looked at aset of environmental taxes that 
included a carbon tax, a gasoline tax, an air pollution tax, and a 
virgin-materials tax. Of all those taxes, the one on carbon was found 

to be the most regressive. 

the form of a lump-sum rebate would more than fully 
offset the burden that the policy-induced price increases 
would impose on lower-income households. Under that 
combination of allocation method and revenue use, the 

overall effect of the cap-and-trade program would be to 
increase averse income for households in the lowest 
quintile by 1.8 percent. Households in the top quintile 
would see their average income decline by 0.9 percent (see 

Tabled). 

The distributional effects of using auction revenue to cut 

corporate taxes depend on assumptions about who would 

ultimately benefit from such a cut. The 2000 CBO study 

assumed that the benefits of a decrease in corporate taxes 

would go to the owners of capital. Under that assumption, 

the cap-and-trade program would reduce the average 

income of households in the lowest quintile by 3.0 percent 

and raise the average income of households in the highest 

quintile by 1.5 percent. 

Alternatively, some analysts assume that a cut in the mar- 
ginal corporate tax rate would ultimately benefit workers. 
The logic behind that assumption is that such a cut would 
initially cause returns on capital to rise. That rise in turn 
would lead to an increase in investment and hence to an 
increase in the amount of capital (thus lowering returns 

back to their initial level). The higher level of capital 
would make labor more productive and thereby raise re- 

turns on labor (that is, wages). If the results of the 2000 
CBO study were revised to reflect that alternative assump- 

tion, the effects of using net auction revenue for a cor- 
porate tax cut would still be regressive, although less so 
than under the previous assumption. In this scenario, the 
cap-and-trade program would reduce the average income 
of households in the lowest quintile by 2.8 percent and 
boost the average income of households in the highest 

quintile by 0.4 percent (see Table 3). 

Finally, the 2000 CBO study estimated that giving allow- 
ances to companies at no charge could be the most regres- 

sive of all the policies considered. Since in that analysis 
all costs were assumed to be passed on to households, 
allowances that were distributed to firms for free led to 
increased profits and ultimately benefited shareholders. 
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Table 3. 

Change in Average Aftertax Household Income Under Various Methods 
of Allocating Allowances and Distributing Their Value 

Average for Income Qnintile  
Lowest Second Middle Fourdi Highest 

Allowance Auction and Lnmp-Snni Rebate to Households 

Change in Dollars 310 
Change as a Percentage of Income' 1.8 

140 
0.5 

-90 
-0.3 

-370 
-0.8 

Allowance Auction and Cut in Cotporate Taxes 
Assuming That the Tax Cut Benefits Owners of Capital 

-510 -530 -630 
-3.0 -2.1 -1.9 

Assuming That the Tax Cut Benefits Labor 

-480 -430 -340 
-2.8 -1.7 -1.0 

Free Distribution of Allowances and Cut in Corporate Taxes' 
Assuming That the Tax Cut Benefits Owners of Capital 

-530 -600 -740 
-3.1 -2.4 -2.2 

Assuming That the Tax Cut Benefits Labor 

-520 -580 -680 
-3.1 -2.3 -2.0 

Free Distribution of Allowances and Lump-Sum Rebate to Households^ 

Change in Dollars -340 -450 -620 -800 
Change as a Percentage of Income' -2.0 -1.8 -1.8 -1.7 

Change in Dollars 
Change as a Percentage of Income' 

Change in Dollars 
Change as a Percentage of Income' 

Change in Dollars 
Change as a Percentage of Income' 

Change in Dollars 
Change as a Percentage of Income' 

-790 
-1.7 

-160 
-0.3 

■900 
-1.9 

-750 
-1.6 

-940 
-0.9 

1,510 
1.5 

461 
0.4 

1,810 
1.8 

1,570 
1.5 

1,250 
1.2 

Source:   Congressional Budget Office. 

Note: The numbers in this table come from data on each quintile's cash consumption and estimates of cash income. More-complete measures of income and consumption 
would include in-kind items, such as employer-paid health benefits or food stamps, and thus could yield somewhat different findings. Data limitatio ns preclude 
such measures, however. Consequenfly, these numbers should be viewed as illustrative and broadly supportive of the conclusions in this analysis rat her than 
as exact figures. 

a. Measured as a percentage of aftertax income before the policy change. 
b. Assumes that the government would give all of the allowances away but would r^ain some of their value by taxing the corporate profits that resulted from the fi'ee 

distribution. The government would then use its share of the auction value (net of poUcy-mduced increases in government sp ending or decreases in other tax revenue) 
to either cut corporate taxes or provide lump-sum payments to households. 
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who are primarily from higher-income households.^^ 
(Note that the study did not distir^uish between firms 
and households. Policies that would benefit firms would 
benefit households that have shareholders.) The govern- 
ment would regain part of the allowance value by taxing 
those higher profits. If the government used its share of 
the allowance value to decrease corporate tax rates, then 

the policy would be the most regressive of all the ones that 
CBO examined: under the assumption that the benefits 

of a corporate tax cut would go to owners of capital, aver- 

se household income would fall by 3.1 percent for the 

lowest quintile and rise by 1.8 percent for the highest 

quintile (see Table 3). The policy would be slightly less 

regressive under the assumption that the benefits of a 

corporate tax cut would go to labor. However, the free- 

distribution strategy would be regressive even if the gov- 

ernment used its share of the allowance value to make 

lump-sum payments to households. 

Available research indicates that, in reality, some of the 
cost of a carbon cap-and-trade program would be absorbed 
by firms, as described above. To the extent that costs were 
passed on to households, the distributional effects would 
be similar to those described in the 2000 CBO analysis. 
To the extent that firms absorbed the costs of the policy, 
the free-distribution scenario would be less r^ressive than 

indicated in that analysis because the free allocation would 

offset policy-induced costs borne by shareholders. 

Compensation for Workers 
and Communities 
Estimates of the costs of a carbon cap-and-trade program 
typically exclude losses incurred by workers in affected 
industries who would lose their jobs as a result of the 

34. Ian Parry conduaed a similar analysis for reduaions in SOj 
emissions. His baseline policy assumed that emissions would be 
cut in half and that auction revenue would be returned to 
households in proporaon to their income. He concluded that such 
a policy would be regressive, with the degree of regressivity greater 
when the cut in emissions was smaller. Further, regressivity 
increased when allowances were assumed to be given to firms for 
free rather than sold by the government. See Ian W. H. Parry, "Are 
Emissions Permits Regressive?" (preliminary draft, Resources for 
the Future, Washington, D.C., May 13, 2002). 

program (because those estimates assume that employees 
who lost jobs would eventually find new ones elsewhere). 

Nevertheless, any policy that reduced U.S. carbon emis- 
sions would inevitably create transitional losses for workers 
while they were unemployed. Those losses could prove 

significant for some households. 

Transitional losses would probably be especially large in 
the coal industry. The Energy Information Administration 

estimates that coal production would be more than 50 

percent below the baseline level in 2015 if the government 
capped carbon emissions from the electricity sector in 

2008 at 7 percent less than their 1990 level.^' Such a sig- 

nificant reduction in coal production would impose a 

hardship on some of the nation's 71,000 coal workers, 

their families, and their communities.^ 

Concerns about fairness could lead to compensation for 
those transitional costs. However, the research reviewed 
for this paper yielded little evidence about the possible 
magnitude of such costs. Viewed from a national per- 
spective, those costs would be concentrated on a relatively 

small number of households. 

What Share of Allowance Value 
Might Be Available for Compensation? 
Initial research on industry compensation ratios for carbon 

trading programs measured compensation as a share of 

the total revenue that could be raised if allowances were 
sold in an auction. However, some research has shown 

that a significant share of that auction revenue might need 
to go toward offsetting increases in government spending 
and declines in tax revenue caused by the prc^ram. Like 
other consumers, the government would pay more for 
carbon-intensive goods under a cap-and-trade program; 

35. See Energy Information Administration, Anafysis of Strategies fir 
Reducing Multiple Emissions from Power Plants: Sulfur Dioxide, 
Nitrogen Oxides, and Carbon Dioxide, SR/OIAF/2000-05 (Decem- 
ber 2000), Table 14, p. 36. 

36. According to the Energy Information Administration, the average 
number ofemployees in the U.S. coal industry in 2000 was71,522. 
See Energy Information Administration, Coal Industry Annual 
2000, DOE/EIA-0584(2000), Table 40, available at www.eia.doe. 
gov/cneaf/coal/cia/t40p01.txt. 
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moreover, the economic effects of the program could 

reduce tax revenue in ways that are described belowr. 

Using some of the allowance value to offset those effects 

could be seen as compensating the government. However, 
failure to do so would require the government to raise 

taxes if it wanted to keep net revenues at their baseline 

levels (while holding spending constant). A tax increase 

could boost the cost of the cap-and-trade program. 

Smith and others estimate that an economywide cap that 

cut carbon emissions by 14 percent in 2010 would reduce 

economic activity (because, among other effects, policy- 
induced price increases would lower real wages and real 

returns on capital investments, resultii^ in a decline in 
labor and investment). That reduction in economic acti- 

vity would decrease tax revenue—an effect the authors 

refer to as tax-base erosion. Oflfeetting that decrease would 

require the government to retain 37 percent of the poten- 
tial auction revenue associated with such a cap.^^ Although 

tax collections would decline by only a small share (0.6 

percent) in their analysis, that revenue loss would represent 
a large share of total auction proceeds. 

Smith and others assumed that reductions in economic 
activity would cause proportionate declines in government 

tax receipts—that is, a 1 percent decline in economic 

activity would lead to a 1 percent decline in tax receipts.^^ 

However, the tax system is progressive, and the fact that 
parts of the individual income tax (such as the exemptions 

and tax brackets) are automatically indexed to changes 

in the price level maintains that progressivity in real terms. 

Consequendy, the higher prices resulting from a carbon 

cap could lead to lower collections of individual income 

taxes, meaning that the percentage decline in tax collec- 
tions would be greater than the percentage decline in eco- 

nomic activity. Terry Dinan and Diane Rogers point out 

37. See Smith, Ross, and Montgomery, Implications of Trading 
Implementation Design for Equity-Efficiency Trade-offi in Carbon 
Permit Allocations. Their estimate of tax-base erosion is sensitive 
to the stringency of the carbon cap. The estimate rises to more than 
50 percent of potential auction revenue by 2030, when their cap 
would reduce emissions by 32 percent. 

38. Personal communication to the Congressional Budget OfEce by 
Anne Smith. 

that effect and estimate, on the basis of CBO data, that 

each 1 percent rise in the price level would produce a 0.5 

percent decline in individual income tax payments.^' 

Price indexing could also lead to higher government 
spending under a cap-and-trade program. Payments in 
a niunber of federal programs—such as Supplemental Se- 

curity Income, Social Security, and pensions for federal 

workers—are pegged to the price level, so higher prices 

could lead to increases in those payments. Moreover, as 

noted above, the government would pay more for the fos- 

sil fuels and other carbon-intensive goods it purchased. 

Dinan and Rogers estimated that under a cap-and-trade 

program designed to cut carbon emissions by 15 percent, 
those increases in government spending and declines in 

tax revenue would equal 30 percent of potential auction 

revenue. That figure is smaller than Smith's 37 percent 
estimate because, even though Dinan and Rogers account 

for more effects on the federal bucket than Smith and 

others do, their measure of tax-base erosion is smaller. 

Dinan and Rogers assume no loss in revenue from the de- 
cline in capital- and labor-market activity that might result 

from the policy. The reason is that the overall cost of the 

policy that they report includes the economic cost asso- 

39. See Terry M. Dinan and Diane Lim Rogers, "Distributional Effects 
of Carbon Allowance Trading: How Government Decisions 
Determine Winners and Losers," National Tax Journal, vol. 40, 
no. 2 (June 2002), footnote 13. That article is a more technical 
version of a study by the Congressional Budget Office, Who Gains 
and Who Pays Under Carbon-Allowance Trading The Distributional 
Efficts of Alternative Policy Designs (June 2000). 

CBO routinely accounts for an offsetting decline in government 
revenue that would result from new taxes imposed on businesses. 
Specifically, it assumes that 25 percent of the potential revenue 
associated with an indirect tax (one not levied on a firm's income, 
such as an excise tax or some fees) that was levied on businesses 
woiJd be offset by a decline in other sources of government 
revenue. CBO made that assumption when estimating the revenue 
that would be generated by the Clean Power Act of 2002 (S. 556 
in the 107th Congress). That bill would have required electricity 
generators to purchase allowances from the government for emis- 
sions of carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and mer- 
cury. CBO assumed that 25 percent of the revenue from sales of 
the allowances would be offset by declines in other sources of 
revenue. See Congressional Budget Office, Cost EstimatefiyrS. 556, 
the Clean Power Act of 2002 (November 18, 2002). 
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ciated with increasing existing tax rates to make up for 
losses in tax revenue as labor and capital supplies are 

reduced.'*" If they had not made that assumption, their 
estimate of the share of auction revenue necessary to offset 

changes in government spending and tax revenue would 

have exceeded Smith's figure of 37 percent. 

Compensation ratios for industry are significandy higher 

if compensation is measured as a share of auction revenue 

net of those policy-induced reductions in tax receipts or 

increases in government spending. (Note that such an 

adjustment does not mean that the amount of compen- 

sation required is higher, only that there is less auction 

revenue available from which to provide it.) Smith and 

others estimated that the share of auction revenue needed 

to maintain equity values for fossil-fuel suppliers and 

electricity generators under their hypothetical cap would 

nearly double—to 11 percent from 6 percent—if mea- 
sured as a share of net auction revenue rather than gross 

auction revenue. 

The Impact of Compensation 
on the Overall Cost of the Program 
Available research indicates that providing compensation 
could increase the cost that a carbon cap would impose 
on the economy, in two ways. First, paying compensation 

would entail an opportunity cost (the cost of forgoing an 
alternative activity) because it would preclude the govern- 

ment from using those funds in ways that would reduce 
the cost imposed on the economy. Second, if electricity 

generators in regulated markets received free allowances 
as a form of compensation, the policy-induced increase 

in the price of electricity would not reflect the full cost 
of allowances—thus failing to reduce existing distortions 
in the pricing of electricity and leading to less energy 
conservation than might otherwise occur. 

The opportunity Cost of Providing Compensation 
Selling allowances in an auction instead of giving them 
away would provide the government with an opportunity 

to use the auction revenue in a way that would lower the 
overall cost of the cap-and-trade program—for example, 

by lowering taxes that discourage economic activity by 
discouraging labor and investment (such as marginal taxes 

on capital, labor, and personal income). Reductions in 
those taxes would give households an incentive to save, 

invest, or work more. That result would increase the 
supply of capital and labor and thus produce gains in eco- 
nomic efficiency (that is, lead to ah^her level of economic 

activity), which would partly offset the economic cost of 
the carbon cap.'*' Using auction revenue to compensate 

firms, households, or workers, however, could mean for- 

going those potential efficiency gains. 

Some of the studies described above provide insights into 

the cost associated with using auction revenue for compen- 

sation instead of for cuts in existing taxes that discourse 

investment and labor. For example, Goulder considers 

a cap-and-trade program that would reduce carbon emis- 

sions by roughly 23 percent. He estimates that grand- 

fathering all of the allowances would increase the cost of 
the policy by 90 percent compared with auctioning off 
all of the allowances and using the revenue to reduce mar- 
ginal personal income taxes.^^ Grandfathering just 13 per- 
cent of the allowances (to compensate fossil-fliel suppliers 
for losses in their equity values) would raise the cost of 

the policy by 8 percent, he concludes. 

Smith and others examine a policy that would cut carbon 

emissions by 14 percent in 2010 and estimate that grand- 

fathering all of the allowances—as opposed to using all 
of their value to reduce marginal personal income taxes— 

40. See Dinan and Rogers, "Distributional Effects of Carbon Allowance 
Trading," footnote 21. 

41. Cap-and-trade programs would worsen the disincentives created 
by existing taxes because they would raise prices and lower real 
wages and returns on investments. That effect is referred to as the 
tax-interaction effect. Using the revenue from an allowance auction 
would reduce, though probably not eliminate, the tax-interaction 
effect. For a good survey of the literature on that effect, see A. Lans 
Bovenberg and Lawrence H. Goulder, "Environmental Taxation," 
in Alan Auerbach and Martin Feldstein, eds., Handbook of Public 
Economics, 3rded. (Amsterdam: Elsevier, forthcoming). Another 
helpfiil discussion can be found in Ian W.H. Parry and Wallace 
E. Oates, "Policy Analysis in a Second-Best World," Journal of 
Policy Analysis and Management, vol. 14, no. 4 (Fall 2000), pp. 

603-613. 

42. That comparison is based on the efficiency cost estimates found 
in Table 4 of Goulder, Mitigating the Adverse Impacts ofC02 
Abatement Policies on Energy-Intensive Industries. 
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would increase the overall cost of the policy by 55 per- 
cent."*^ Further, they calculate thatgrandfathering 6 per- 

cent of the allowances (to compensate firms for their 

equity losses) would increase the cost of the policy by 9 
44 percent. 

In short, using the allowance value to provide compen- 

sation instead of to lower marginal tax rates would boost 

the cost of a cap-and-trade program substantially. How- 

ever, that opportunity cost applies only if the government 

would otherwise use the auction revenue in ways that 

would benefit the economy. A cap-and-trade program in 

which the government gave allowances away would not 
cost more than a program in which it sold allowances but 

used the revenue in ways that did not create efficiency 
gains. 

Problems with Free Allocations 
to Regulated Utilities 
Dallas Burtraw and Karen Palmer demonstrate that grand- 

fathering allowances rather than selling them in an auction 

could significantly increase the cost of a carbon cap 
imposed on the elearicity sector.^^ That result stems fi-om 

the feet that electricity prices are currently set by r^ulators 

in all but about 17 states (which have committed to com- 
petitive pricing of electricity). 

As explained earlier, a cap-and-trade program for the 

electricity sector would cause electricity prices to rise. 
However, in regions where prices were regulated, the 
grandfathering of allowances would lead to much smaller 

price increases than would result if allowances were auc- 

tioned. Regulators permit electricity generators to recover 
average costs, but since generators would receive grand- 

fathered allowances for free, regulators would not allow 

43. That figure is based on apersonal communication to the Congres- 
sional Budget Office by Anne Smith. 

44. See Smith, Ross, and Montgomery, Implications of Trading 
Implementation Design for Equity-Efficiency Trade-offi in Carbon 
Permit Allocations, p. 14. 

45. See Burtraw and Palmer, "A Comparison of the Effects of the 
Distribution of Emission Allowances for Sulfur Dioxide, Nitrogen 
Oxides, and Carbon Dioxide," p. 4. Their analysis does not account 
for the opportunity cost described above. 

the value of those allowances to be reflected in electricity 
prices. 

Although generators would receive grandfathered allow- 
ances for free, using (or holding) those allowances would 

actually involve a cost because generators could otherwise 
sell them for some price. By not reflecting that forgone 

opportunity cost in the price of electricity, r^ulators 

would be understating the cost of using the allowances 

and thus the cost of producing electricity—in other words, 

the cost of the carbon emissions would not be reflected 

in the prices that consumers paid. As a result, consumers 

would have less incentive to reduce their electricity use 

(for example, by purchasing energy-efficient appliances) 

than would otherwise be the case, and the cost of achieving 
the carbon cap would be higher. In contrast, if generators 

had to buy allowances, regulators would build those costs 

into electricity prices and consumers would receive appro- 

priate incentives to conserve electricity.'*^ 

Further, Burtraw and Palmer show that the higher electri- 
city prices that would result from auctioning (as opposed 
to grandfathering) could help offset other distortions in 

the pricing of electricity. Currently, in most parts of the 

country, the price of electricity does not reflect the mar- 
ginal cost of producing it. The biggest distortions exist 

in areas where the price is less than the marginal cost of 

production.'*'' That gap means that people tend to use too 

much electricity (because the price that they pay for it is 
less than the cost of producing it), which imposes eco- 

nomic costs. Carbon policies that raise the price of elec- 
tricity can help reduce that cost. In regulated areas, 

auctioning off^ allowances would do more to reduce the 
distortion between price and marginal cost than grand- 

46. That would also be the result if generators faced higher prices for 
fossil fliels because of an upstream cap-and-trade program. 

47. The share of generated electricity whose price Ms short of its 
marginal cost is less than the share whose price exceeds its marginal 
cost. However, in virtually all of the cases in which price is greater 
than marginal cost, the difference is less than $25 per megawatt 
hour, whereas for cases in which price is less than marginal cost, 
the difference can be as much as $1,000 per megawatt hour. See 
Burtraw and Palmer, "A Comparison of the Effects of the Dis- 
tribution of Emission Allowances for Sulfur Dioxide, Nitrogen 
Oxides, and Carbon Dioxide," p. 15. 
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fathering allowances would because it would lead to bigger 

price increases. 

Burtraw and Palmer conclude that the effect of different 
allocation methods on electricity prices can make a big 

difference in the overall cost of the cap-and-trade program. 
For example, they estimate that reducing carbon emissions 

from the electricity sector by 24 percent in 2012 would 
cost twice as much if allowances were given to generators 
than if they were sold in an auction. The percentage 

increase in cost would be even greater for more-modest 

emission reductions.'*^ If auction revenue was used to offiet 

existing marginal taxes (as described above), the difference 

in cost between auctioning and grandfathering allowances 

would be greater still. 

Conclusions: Competing Goals 
and Hard Choices 
Instituting a cap-and-trade program to reduce carbon 
emissions would involve creating new assets: emission 
allowances. Those assets could be quite valuable. How 
their value was allocated among people (investors, workers, 
and consumers) could have significant consequences, both 
for economic efficiency and for the distribution of losses 
and gains. Therefore, in deciding how to use that value, 
policymakers would face complicated choices between 

competing goals. 

To prevent the cap on carbon emissions from necessitating 
a tax increase, the government would need to use part of 

the allowance value to offset increases in government 
spending and reductions in tax revenues caused by the 
program. Offsetting those effects could take a significant 

share of the potential revenue from selling allowances. 

Policymakers would have to decide whether to use the rest 
of the allowance value (the net potential revenue) to lower 
the overall cost of the program or to provide direct com- 
pensation to affected parties. Recent research indicates that 

the overall cost to the economy of a carbon cap would be 

significantly lower if the government auctioned off the 

allowances and used the net auction revenue to reduce 
existing taxes that discourage labor and investment. Em- 

pirical studies reviewed for this paper suggest that econ- 
omywide costs could be more than 30 percent lower if 

all of the net auction revenue was used to reduce existing 
marginal tax rates on capital, labor, or personal income 
(which is a combination of capital and labor) instead of 

to provide compensation. 

If policymakers opted to pay compensation, they would 

need to decide whom to compensate—consumers, share- 

holders in affected industries, or dislocated workers and 

their communities. Available research concludes that in 

the long run, a large share of the cost of a carbon cap is 

likely to be passed on to consumers in the form of h^her 

prices for energy and other carbon-intensive goods. Those 

cost increases would probably impose a relatively lai^er 

burden on lower-income households than on higher- 

income ones. 

Industry is expected to bear a much smaller share of the 
total cost of the program, but its costs are likely to be 
concentrated in certain sectors, such as the coal industry. 
As a result, shareholders in those sectors could experience 
significant declines in equity values if firms were not 
compensated. Such losses would be widely disbursed 
among investors, to the extent that they have diversified 

portfolios. 

CBO's survey of the current literature found little infor- 
mation about the transitional costs that a carbon cap 
would impose on workers. Whatever their size, those 

short-term costs would fall heavily on a relatively small 
number of households. Costs would be particularly high 

48. Ibid., Figure 3. Those results stem from the fact that some regions 
are regulated. Grandfathering would not raise the cost of the 
program if all regions set electricity prices using a competitive 

process. 

49. That estimate assumes that 30 percent of the allowance value would 
be used to offset policy-induced reductions in net revenue and that 
the cost of the policy would be 90 percent higher if all of the 
allowance value was used for compensation rather than for reduc- 
tions in existing taxes. The latter assumption is based on Lawrence 
H. Goulder, Mitigating the Adverse Impacts ofC02 Abatement 
Policies on Energy-Intensive Industries. Finally, the estimate assumes 
that the reduction in cost is proportional to the share of the allow- 
ance value used to reduce marginal tax rates—that is, if using all 
of the allowance value to reduce taxes would decrease the cost of 
the program by 47 percent, then using 70 percent of that value 
to do so would lower the cost by 33 percent. 



in the coal industry because any significant cut in carbon 

emissions would entail a significant reduction in coal 

production. 

Finally, if policymakers decided to compensate electricity 

generators by handing out allowances forfi-ee, they could 
inadvertendy increase the cost of reducing carbon emis- 

sions. That cost increase would stem from the fact that 

in many regions of the country, electricity prices are set 
by regulators rather than by competitive forces. Generally, 
regulators would not allow generators to reflect the value 

of the allowances they received for free in the price of elec- 

tricity, which means that the price would be lower under 

a free distribution than it would be under an auction. As 

a result, preexisting distortions in the pricing of electricity 
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(where price is ofi:en less than the marginal cost of gen- 

eration) would not decline as much as they would other- 

wise, and consumers would not have as much incentive 
to reduce electricity use. 

In summary, although the potential value of carbon 

allowances under a cap-and-trade program would be large, 

competir^ demands on that value woidd necessitate tough 

choices. Concerns about economic efficiency would have 
to compete with concerns about fairness. To the extent 

that the latter prevailed, the issue of who to compensate 
woidd be important. Even if the entire allowance value 

was used to provide compensation, it would not be large 

enough to cover all of the losses experienced by share- 

holders, workers, and consumers. 
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